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Abstract: This study investigated students’ perceptions on the quality of teaching between part-time and full-time faculty in Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology in 2015. The study examined students’ understanding on quality teaching, faculty tenure statuses, and relationship between faculty tenure status and ability delivery quality teaching. These variables were measured using faculty’s ability to delivery subject content, their accessibility, mentorship and extra-class communication to students. The typology of the research design was mixed-methods descriptive research design that allowed for collection of both qualitative and quantitative data. Findings from this study showed that a high number of students (64.5%, n=178) were able to differentiate between poor and good quality teaching, and an equally high number (64.8%, n = 178) makes an effort to attend classes that they deem lecturers to offer high quality teaching. Majority of the students (74%, n = 180) were able to distinguish between full-time faculty from part-time faculty. Students indicated that about 50% of the part-timers were either tutorial fellows or graduate assistants and they experienced a difference in performance between full-time and part-time faculty. 57.14% of the surveyed students indicated that full time lecturers cover syllabus and are better in content delivery compared to part time lecturers, however, 30.95% of the students indicated that they did not find any difference. While 61.90% of students indicated that full-time faculty are available for student’s mentorship, only 7.14% of students indicated that part time lecturers participate in student mentorship. Only 2.38% of the students indicated that part-time faculty are available for extra class communication. In conclusion, majority of the students in JKUAT in main campus 2015 understood quality teaching. They were also able to differentiate between part-time staff and full-time staff. Students found teaching by part-time staff to be of low quality. Part time staff were poor in mentorship and not accessible to offer student after class communication. Thus, the presence of inexperienced and freshly graduated part-time faculty is a matter to worry about in relationship with quality teaching. This study recommends that Universities must find ways to improve the low quality teaching offered by part-time faculty. The study should also be extended to other Universities perhaps using explanatory research designs to improve its ability to discriminate the null hypothesis.
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1. Introduction

Quality teaching is the use of pedagogical techniques to deliver learning outcomes for students [1, 2]. It involves several dimensions, including effective design of curriculum and course content, a variety of learning contexts, soliciting and using feedback, and effective assessment of learning outcomes [3]. It also involves well-adapted learning environments and student support services. Fostering quality teaching presents Universities with a range of challenges at a time when governments are reducing funding to this sector. This matter has been made worse by massification of educational Institutions that end up draining the little funds available.

Faculties are engaged to teach on either part-time or full-time tenure status. Part-time faculty are non-tenure track, interim employees, and adjunct professors [4]. Usually, they are recruited for a semester to teach particular Unit and do
not have any other benefit apart from the monetary rewards offered for teaching the unit. Full-time tenure track members are permanent teaching employees [4] usually working at specific institutions on a continuous basis and receive salary, health and life insurance, leave, tenure, pension among other benefits. They also have tools of trade such as office and opportunities for further skills development at the cost of the employer.

Worldwide, faculty composition in terms of employment status is changing, with a steady increase of part-timers in recent years [5, 6, 7]. The part-timers serve as shock absorber to protect the permanent workforce from the consequences of student massification. This also enables the management to achieve “permanent flexibility” or a “disposable faculty” [8]. Usually, part-timers are not given opportunities to develop professionally [9]. Part-time lecturers face the insecurity of their employment relationship and the possible dilemma between the need to earn an income while attending to their personal development drives them to work in many places at the same time [10, 11]. It is therefore interesting to investigate students’ accessibility to lecturers with respect to their differential employment status. Accessibility is conceptualized as having two dimensions: physical accessibility, or the degree to which students view lecturers as being present and available for out of class interaction; and social accessibility, which refers to the degree to which students view lecturers as being socially available, or seem interested in informal interaction [12].

Societies have embraced the need to attain higher education as a basic strategy to exit from the vicious cycle of poverty and gain competitive advantage in the global market. This has raised demand for higher education worldwide rapidly. In the United States of America for example, student numbers have increase steadily throughout the years [12]. China doubled its student population in the late 1990s, India lags closely behind China while Kazakhstan, Bangladesh, Republic of Korea and Australia have also experienced increase in student enrolment in the same periods [13].

In Africa, has increased demand for higher education has yielded to institutional massification epitomized by the rapid growth in varieties of university institutions and student enrolment within a short period of time [14, 15]. The adoption of open and distance learning model has enabled several Universities to cope with the increased demand for education without expanding physical infrastructure in the University. The University of South Africa (UNISA) claims to be the continent's premier distance learning institution with approximately 250,000 students [16]. The African Virtual University works across borders and language groups in over 27 countries and has offered learning opportunities to a wide variety of learners and even the incarcerated. Social inequalities that are gender based and deeply rooted in certain African histories have stalled equal provision of higher education leading to skewed individual's ability to compete in the labour market. Initiatives in Ghana, Kenya, Uganda and the United Republic of Tanzania have lowered admission cut-offs for women to increase female enrolment.

This has also resulted to increase in the number of students in public Universities. In Kenya student enrolment has increased from 3,443 students in 1970 to nearly 200,000 in 2010 [17]. This rapid and sustained growth in demand for higher education in Kenya has consistently and certainly outpaced supply of quality teaching staff [17].

Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology (JKUAT) is a Public University chartered by the Commission for University Education under the Universities Act 2012 No 42. It has over 50,000 student population. To optimize effective student/faculty ratio, the University has been engaging part-time faculty services. This is not unique to JKUAT as it happens to many Universities worldwide [4, 18]. Part-time faculty provide readily available labour [19], but the quality of their teaching is debatable.

The purpose of this study was to investigate students’ perceptions on quality of teaching by faculty under varied tenure track in JKUAT. Key questions focused by this study include what do students perceive as good quality teaching? Are students able to differentiate faculty members on the basis of their tenure statuses? Finally, what is the effect of a staffs’ tenure status on their teaching quality as measured in their ability to delivery content, accessibility to students, ability to mentor student and participation in extra-class communication?

Limitations experienced in this study included failure by some students to respond to a number of items in the questionnaire, especially the qualitative section, while some never respond at all. In the Campus, the major limitation was that some programs are mounted only on weekends or at evening and student had little time to participate in the interview. Another limitation experienced in this study was delay in response to the questionnaires by some students while a batch of questions for students in engineering department got lost and had to be replaced.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Student’s Perception on Good Quality Teaching
2.1.1. Theoretical Basis of Quality Teaching

The term perception implies conscious understanding and interpretation of a phenomenon. Since previous experience play a key role in interpretation of occurrences, it is important to understand the key theories that form the basis of quality teaching. These theories are universal and form the basis of understanding students’ perception on quality teaching. The practice of teaching is considered to be a type of manufacturing system, which should be established on the basis of relevant theories [20]. Three basic theories of quality teaching practices forms the basis of this study. They include theory of all-round educational quality, the stage theories of higher education development, and the theories of the inner and outer law of education.

a) Theory of All-Round Educational Quality.

The implementation of all-round quality management began in western development countries since the early 90s,
and now it is developing quickly [21, 3]. The all-round quality education is the application of all-round quality management in the area of education. It means that an organization, which is based on full participation, treats quality as its centre. All members will benefit from this organization, and thus the organization will achieve long-term success. As the continued expansion on the concept of education quality, the quality of education is not only to train students to possess knowledge, but also to help them have other various qualities, such as working attitude, sense of cooperation and competition, professionalism, moral cultivation, environmental adaptability and mental endurance capabilities [22]. Therefore, all-round quality management is not only a philosophy, but a method. All-round quality management involves all activities in the school and it is related to everyone. To guarantee all round education quality, the faculty should be available to deliver subject content, be accessible to students, mentor them and avail extra-class communication. This will require a comprehensive management program.

b) The Stage Theory of Higher Education Development

This theory was proposed by Professor Martin Trow at the University of California. He describes the transition in higher education from elite to mass to universal student access [23]. Professor Martin Trow points out that there is a fundamental change from elite to mass, which doesn’t only mean a sharp increase in the number of people who can receive higher education, but a change in quality which plays an important role in the transition from elite to mass. The quality refers to the change of education concept, expansion of the function of education, diversity of teaching purposes and forms of Education, and the change of curriculum set-up, the way of teaching, entrance requirement and management. In Kenya, this theory applies and it’s important to find out whether employment status does affect the quality of teaching.

c) Theories of the Inner and Outer Law of Education

As a social activity, education must follow the law. Among all laws, there are two most basic laws. One is the law of relationship between education and social development, which is called the inner law of education [20]. This law holds to the idea that education is a subsystem in the whole social system, which has an inevitable connection with other subsystems, like economy, politics and culture. Therefore, this kind of law can be further explained in the following way: “education is limited by social economy, politics and culture; in turn, education can stimulate development in education, culture and economy.”

The other law is about the relationship between education and human beings, which is called outer law of education. This law believes that many factors will affect the learners during the process of education. Two points should be noted in the relation between education and the development of human beings (including employment status): the first one is that the relation of each composing part in the comprehensive development of human being should be noted, and the second fact points out that among all composing parts, the relations between educators, educational objects and related influencing factors are the most basic. The relationship between the inner and outer laws of education is that the inner law of education is limited by the outer law, while outer law of education can only be done through inner law. Quality teaching is limited by the inner law of education, while employment status is limited by the outer law. In other words, social background must be taken into account in understanding the quality of education [20]. It is necessary to measure the quality of education from the aspects of social background, economy, politics, culture and other specific environment.

The large-scale development of education in Kenya is necessary to meet the need of high-level personnel needed in this country. To explore the problems of quality education based on the outer law of education, it is important to understand the historical background of society, economy, technology and education and how these factors influence employment status of the teaching staff in relationship education massification.

2.1.2. Illustrations from Unstructured Feedback Studies

Previous studies based on unstructured feedbacks have demonstrated students’ competence in understanding quality teaching. Drawing from their own experiences as post-secondary students, participants were asked to identify five characteristics of effective teaching, for both on-campus and distance courses, describe these characteristics, identify instructor behaviours that demonstrate the characteristics, and rate the characteristics in order of importance [24]. The survey instrument provided allowed students to identify characteristics that they believe are important to effective teaching, rather than simply agree or disagree with a set of prescribed characteristics. 330 students completed the survey. Data was coded manually and 69 adjectives were identified that students used to describe characteristics of effective teaching. These definitions and behaviours were analysed further by grouping of the data along behavioural themes and nine characteristics of effective teaching were identified. Effective university teachers at Memorial University are: respectful, knowledgeable, approachable, engaging, communicative, organized, responsive, professional, and humorous [24]. This is a clear example to illustrate that student can differentiate high quality teaching from sloppy engagements.

Findings from this study compare favourably to the standard Tripod surveys of quality teaching common in USA, UK and China. The primary measures of instructional quality in the Tripod surveys are gathered under seven headings called the Seven C’s [25]. The seven are: Care, Control, Clarify, Challenge, Captivate, Confer and Consolidate. The Seven C’s are grounded upon a great deal of education research by many researchers over the past several decades. They capture much of what researchers have suggested is important in determining how well teachers teach and how much students learn. Each of the C’s is measured using multiple survey items. However, according to McNaught, Leung, & Kember [26] teaching and learning environment
also influences the development of student’s generic learning capabilities.

2.1.3. Illustrations from Structured Feedback Studies

Structured feedback studies have been used extensively to demonstrate that students in institutions of higher learning are competent enough to differentiate quality teaching from poor quality teaching [25, 24, 27]. In these studies, structured feedback on the seven key competencies of a quality teacher have been analysed. The seven key competencies include interpersonal skills, pedagogical skills; mastery in subject matter and teaching methods, organizational skills, competence to cooperate with colleagues, competence to cooperate with the school’s working environment and competence for reflection and development. Student feedbacks are good tools to measure these teaching qualities; after all, no one knows more about what happens in classrooms than the students and teachers who inhabit them [25].

The practice of asking students to provide feedback on the quality of a teaching episode during a particular academic year has sufficed in many institution of higher learning for a long period; especially in Europe and America. Several studies have demonstrated that students are capable of evaluating the quality of a teaching period and effectively judge whether it was of high or poor quality [25, 24, 27]. In 2008, Memorial University of Newfoundland students were asked in an online survey to provide their perceptions of effective teaching for both on-campus and distance instruction through the use of an open-ended survey instrument. This was a deviation from previous studies that used Likert scale questionnaires, or controlled sets of stimuli such as the 32 teacher profiles used in Ralph’s [28] study.

2.2. Student’s Awareness on Faculty Employment Statuses

2.2.1. Academic Titles and Employment Statuses

In the United States, academic staffs are classified according to titles, the functions or powers the personnel holds in academia [29]. An academic title is a designation given to individuals who is engaged in teaching of credit courses, academic research, or professional library service. Generally a title is relied on to convey three attributes of its holder: rank (level of appointment), status (Regular Faculty or otherwise) and function (Teaching, Clinical, Research, etc.). The title may also carry an Honorific status, such as "Distinguished," as mark of special recognition. This much was recognized by Gilbert [30] in referring to The Mikado's Lord High Executioner as "a personage of noble rank and title," making it clear that rank and title are different. "Lord" conveys nobility; "High" specifies rank; "Executioner" defines function [29].

While this trichotomy is fairly logical, there is much confusion in practice between the concepts of "title" and "rank." Title is the name by which an academic position is known, e.g. "Associate Professor of the Practice of Surgery." Rank refers to the holder's position in an ordered promotion sequence known as a Series. The fundamental Series in US institutions is - Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, Professor, which are listed in order of increasing rank [29].

In the United Kingdom, like most Commonwealth countries (excluding Australia and Canada), as well as in Ireland, academic ranks include Professor, Reader (A rank abolished in some Universities such as Oxford, Leeds) or Associate Professor, Senior lecturer, or senior teaching fellow, Lecturer, or clinical lecturer, or teaching fellow and demonstrator [31]. Traditionally a professor held either an established chair or a personal chair. An established chair is established by the university to meet their needs for academic leadership and standing in a particular area or discipline and the post is filled from a shortlist of applicants; only a suitably qualified person will be appointed [32]. A personal chair is awarded specifically to an individual in recognition of their high levels of achievements and standing in their particular area or discipline. General in the UK the title of 'professor' is reserved for full professors or Associate Professor; lecturers and readers are properly addressed by their academic qualification (Dr for a PhD, DPhil etc., and Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms otherwise for other qualifications.

In most universities in Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, professorships are reserved for only the most senior academic staff, and other academics are generally known as 'senior lecturers' and 'readers' (in some Commonwealth countries such as, the title 'associate professor' can be used instead of 'reader' [31] ) and 'lecturers'. In some countries, senior lecturers are generally paid the same as readers, but the latter is awarded primarily for research excellence, and traditionally carries higher prestige. Traditionally, heads of departments and other senior academic leadership roles within a university were undertaken by professors. [33]. The University of Western Australia has recently changed the terminology, with "lecturers" now being called "assistant professors", "senior lecturers" now being called "associate professors", "associate professors" now being called "professors", and "professors" now being called "Winthrop Professors" [34]. Most Commonwealth countries; Kenya included academic ranks in most Universities are Professor, Associate Professor, Senior Lecturer, Lecturer, Tutorial Fellow and Graduate Assistant. However, the ranks have no implications on the tenure status of the holder of the title and students cannot use the titles to differentiate between full-time and part-time faculty.

In academia, the term “Tenure” is commonly used in Northern America and it basically means the status granted (after a probationary period) to a Ranked Faculty member protecting him or her from arbitrary dismissal [29]. Tenure gives the faculty member the contractual right to be reemployed for succeeding academic years until he or she resigns, retires, is dismissed for cause, is separated pursuant to a reduction in force, or becomes disabled or dies. In Kenya, it is similar to permanent and pensionable employment commonly enjoyed by lecturers and above. Tenure track refers to a promotion sequence leading ultimately to the award of tenure provided that the incumbent
continues to meet progressively more stringent criteria for advancement, and therefore a tenure track position is one which may lead to consideration for appointment to tenure. In Kenya, Graduate Assistant and Tutorial Fellows are contract positions that lead to permanent after one has acquired a PhD and hence they are tenure track positions. Adjunct faculty are those untenured academic staff who have instructional duties but are not on a full-time faculty contract. They are also called part-timers. They may have the same academic qualification as the full time staff, or even higher, but are employed on part-time basis for various reasons.

Previous studies in Canada have shown that students have the competence to profile staff on the basis of tenure structures [35]. A study by Bippus, Brooks, Plax, & Kearney [36] shown that faculty employment status is not a salient issue to students. There are not many studies in Kenya on the competence of students to profile faculty on tenure status.

2.2.2. The Adjunct or Part-Time Faculty

Identifying who is a part-time faculty is difficult because the staffs that fall under this category come under different titles and ranks. In the UK, they are referred to as sessional staff. In Northern America, they are referred to as adjuvant tenure and in Kenya they are called part-timers. They have a host of titles and ranks, such as visiting lecturer, teaching assistant, hourly paid lecturer or graduate teaching assistant. They include Postgraduate students (could be part-time), Graduate teaching assistants, Early-career researchers, persons carrying out another main role in the university (e.g. research, technical, administrative, library/information systems), persons with a full-time (usually professional) role outside the higher-education institution, former senior professional practitioners who have retired, portfolio combinations including multiple teaching roles/working for multiple employers, a freelance/consultancy, a part-time secondary role (possibly low-paid, but offering a more-certain income). Others have the part-time as their sole employment while other are semi-retired former academic staff [37].

Major factors that determine who is recruited include the task and who is available locally – the insecure contract and level of reward make this a distinctly local labour market in the main, and the recruitment process is frequently "casualised" and informal too [38]. Thus in research-intensive universities a plentiful supply of postgraduate research students and contract researchers results in their making up a large proportion of sessional staff [39].

The trend in human resource procurement practices in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) worldwide is towards the engagement of part-time faculty. This is partly explained by the pressure on higher education institutions to reduce costs [40, 41, 42, 7]. A large number of post-secondary institutions are currently struggling financially and are frantically trying various options to reduce their costs in view of consistent declines in their funding from central Government. Between 1970 and 2003, the number of part-time and full-time faculty in the United States of America, for example, increased by 422%, and 71% respectively [21]. This implies that for every 1 full-time staff, there were 6 part-time faculty members. Similar statistics are also available for the United Kingdom, [43, 44], other European countries [45], and in Australia [46]. These statistics imply fact that part-time faculty make a large proportion of temporary workers in the developed world and perhaps it is a clear indication that casualisation is here to stay [38].

In Kenya, Universities are on record as employing a large number of part-time academic staff [47]. The Vision 2030 stipulates improved education status and availability as key ingredient in supporting the key pillars of the vision [48]. Since demand for faculty member outstrips supply of full-time faculty staff, Universities are forced to hire part-time faculty to mitigate the gap. Student may not even differentiate full-time staff from part-time as Mwiria and Carey [49] notes that half of the teaching staff in the private universities is currently part-timers drawn from the public universities. Thus because of the high mobility involved in part-time teaching in various places, full-time staff in public Universities resemble their part-time staff.

There is also the possibility that part-timers either have low effect on student learning or negatively impact student outcomes [50]. This is especially demonstrated in units with research project where students require experienced staff to supervise them. Students find the part-timers inaccessible to supervise them. In the end the students end up working with the few full-time staff available in the University. At this juncture student are able to differentiate faculty members on the basis of their employment status.

2.3. Effect of Staff Employment Statuses on the Quality of Their Teaching

2.3.1. Historical Origin of Quality Assurance in Higher Education

Quality assurance practices can be traced far back in history to the medieval Universities of Paris and Bologna where students initially formed guilds to protect their mutual interests and maintain standards [51]. The students made professors accountable by collectively putting their masters under bond to live up to a minute set of regulations which guaranteed the students the worth of the money each student paid. If a professor failed to secure an audience of five students for a regular lecture, he was fined as if absent [52]. Even though the mediaeval Universities had no libraries, laboratories, museums, no college journalism, and no athletics (as is today), higher education of the twentieth century is the lineal descendant of the mediaeval Universities [52]. The historic commitment to maintain standards of institutional quality and accountability, particularly with regard to program review, evaluation and assessment, has been passed down unbroken to the modern Universities [51].

Princes and Popes controlled the institutional standards of the mediaeval Universities by granting charters, thereby, officially creating generalized study and extending to masters and students special privileges including exemption from taxation, from military service, and from trial in courts of
civil magistrates [53]. Papal bulls further enlarged the privileges of universities gave them apostolic sanction for the right to suspend lectures and ratify their authority to make their own statutes [54]. Resultantly, even though princes and popes controlled institutional standards, through charters, their sanctions expanded the power and afforded the medieval institutions greater control over their internal program review, evaluation and assessment [51].

2.3.2. Role of Employment Status in Enhancing Faculty Commitment

Several studies have documented faculty commitment to work with respect to the statuses of their employment [55-63]. Borchers & Teahen [56] studied organizational commitment by full-time and part-time academics in the US and observed no significant difference between the two groups. Similarly, student transfers out of the college to other colleges were independent of increase the number of part-time faculty [58], suggesting that students as key stakeholders in education sector were not affected negatively by increases in numbers of part-time faculty. In Europe, Shaw and Ogilvie [57] studied the effect of part-time work by students on undergraduate student learning in UK, and established that part-time working by students can enhance learning in colleges.

Bryson and Blackwell [60] studied the effect of hourly-paid part-time faculty in the UK higher education sector to establish whether it had any effects on strategic value addition. The study found out that differentiation in the workforce through the inclusion and use of part-time academics failed to address the aspirations of employees. It also created tensions between institutional strategy and the needs of academic heads [60]. This study highlighted existence of numerous categories of part-time academics engaged in UK [7].

Studies carried out in Asia and Australia seems to render more specific focus on the debate on quality of teaching by part-time academics. Chungtai and Zafar [62] set out to determine if organizational commitment and quality of teaching by faculty staff in Pakistan University was related to their personal characteristics. Although the findings indicated that personal characteristics had significant effects on work commitment, the inclusion of other factors relating to distributive and procedural justice caused the findings to have limited application as a basis for further studies [7]. The study, however, made a considerable contribution by the fact that it identified and isolated personal characteristics of university academics as variables worthy of a study as affecting organizational commitment and quality of teaching [7].

In Africa, studies have pointed out that student evaluations of teaching quality (SETQ) programmes were not as common as it is in the west [64], and when carried out, they are not as comprehensive; sometimes it is out of a member of faculty effort to find out students’ opinion about their course. In Nigeria, Ura [64] found that SETQs were not common and when done, sometimes feedback was not ploughed back the teachers. She suggested that these programmes should be introduced in all Higher Education Institutions as they would generally improve the learning experience – faculties, learning resources, human resources etc. In Uganda, Menya [65] pointed out that the major problem with education in Africa is quality, yet donors are more concerned with quantity. He observed that quantity education of low quality has less impact in Africa’s development agenda. The role of faculty members in quality control is highlighted and viewed as key factor in quality management.

2.3.3. Effects of Employment Status on Faculty Job Satisfaction

Several studies have been carried out in Kenya on effect of faculty staff tenure status on organizational commitment and job satisfaction [66-69]. They all agreed that tenure status impact on the quality of teaching in that part-time faculty staffs have low commitment to the organization and their level of satisfaction is based the efficacy of the institutions in processing their payments. Indeed, some staffs are on record of having to hold on exams scripts and marks until their payments are processed. This is serious indicator of lack of job satisfaction and may easily translate to low quality teaching practices.

Generally, five factors affect the quality of teaching in higher education institutions [67]. They include the Government and commission of higher education; Human Resource Manual (HRM) as a tool for quality; Staff continuous professional development; effect of teaching facilities on quality of human capital and the challenges encountered on maintaining quality human capital at universities.

This study examined content delivery, faculty accessibility, student mentorship and extra-class communication as measure of quality teaching by faculty. It also examined whether employment status influence any of the teaching quality measures in any way. Of particular interest to this study is how the reality of part-timers; which for many of them may include working at multiple institutions, inadequate office space, and lack of access to faculty “ perks” such as course load reductions, may affect the frequency and quality of their interactions with students. This study examines students’ perceptions on teacher’s ability to deliver content, their accessibility and their belief that they will get useful mentorship, as well as students’ likelihood of pursuing extra-class communication (ECC) with their lecturers, as related to faculty employment status.

2.3.4. Role of Quality Assurance Systems in Monitoring Staff Performance

In Kenya, most universities have established quality assurance systems, as a regular self-evaluation activity under total quality management approaches [7, 67]. The programmes use engagement questionnaires to evaluate student’s perceptions on their development of important capabilities, and their perceptions on the teaching and learning environment. Students’ perceptions on teaching quality is used in a diagnostic fashion to ‘triggers’
discussions with teaching staff in order to enable clear identification of strengths and challenges the staff is facing in offering quality teaching, and forming the basis for follow-up activities. The reviews have also been used in programme revisions to enhance the quality in teaching.

In JKUA T, there is an established Directorate of Academic Quality Assurance (DAQA) whose main function is to monitor academic programmes and ensure quality adherence. The directorate uses closed ended structured questionnaires to evaluate student’s perceptions on their development of important capabilities, and their perceptions on the quality of teaching and the learning environment in the University. The questionnaires are administered in hard copy, but the directorate is going online. There is always a feedback mechanism to the teaching Departments.

The Commission for University Education (CUE) monitors the standards in both public and private Universities to strengthen quality assurance. This entails effective monitoring of curriculum development, implementation and evaluation. Therefore the role of students in identifying quality teaching practices is central in the process of quality assurance since they are the users of quality education and should be able to confirm its delivery.

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Research Design

A mixed-methods descriptive research design approach was adopted in this study because, descriptive research can be either quantitative or qualitative [70] and is appropriate for observational, case study or survey studies. Data from the registrar of academic affairs office formed the sampling frame population. The sampling frame focused on students in 2nd to 5th years of study because these students have already experienced teaching from both full-time and part-time faculty and hence understand quality teaching. Sampling took place in JKUA T Juja Campus in 2015 January-April Semester.

3.2. Sample Size

In this study, categorical data collected was not used to play any primary role in data analysis and therefore the sample size formulae for continuous data as described by Cochran [71] were used to calculate sample size. In the calculation, the alpha level was set at 0.05, and a four point Likert’s scale was used to produce a forced choice measure to avoid possibilities of indifferent opinion i.e., neither agree nor disagree [72]. The level of acceptable error was set at 3%. This is because Krejcie & Morgan [73] had demonstrated that a 3% error level is generally acceptable margins of error in educational and social research. The standard deviation (SD) was calculated from the estimate of variance deviation for the five point scale calculated by using 5 [inclusive range of scale] divided by 6 [number of standard deviations that include almost all (approximately 98%) of the possible values in the range; three from each side of the spread [71]. From these computations, a sample size of 119 students was determined.

Students were asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire that contained both qualitative and quantitative questions in two distinct section. Qualitative questions were open-ended and facilitated unusual responses that were unlikely to get considerations in designing the scaled quantitative questionnaire [74]. Ten questionnaires were pretested to ensure that every survey question measured what it should measure and that respondents understood all the terms in the questionnaire and those that caused confusion were revised. Reliability tests were undertaken to check on any unusual cases, using Cronbach’s Alpha based on standardized items.

3.3. Data Analysis Methods

Unstructured qualitative data was analysed using inductive thematic analysis approach [75]. Data that fell into similar thematic categories was then grouped together and assigned codes. Descriptive statistics were used to report the central tendency in both the coded qualitative and quantitative data. Absolute means and percentages of the respondents were used to summarize student’s perception per research question. Factor analysis procedures were used to uncover relationships amongst several variables that were highly correlated. Finally an overall perception was arrived at by pulling together respondents’ opinions on the quality of teaching between part-time and full-time faculty in JKUA T from the three research questions.

4. Results

4.1. Qualitative Survey Findings

4.1.1. Students’ Perception of Good Quality Teaching

A large number of students (74%, n=42) said that they do have memory of good learning experiences of which 45% of the good memory was described using cognitive dimension, 24% of the responses were described using emotional dimension and 32% of the responses contained a social dimension. 12% of the respondents said they do not have any memory of good learning experience while 14% of the respondents did not give an answer. All the students (100%, n=42) explained that a quality teacher should ensure that content information is correct, is delivered properly and is understandable to the learners. 41%, of the students (n = 40) felt that achieving desired teaching outcomes was more important than how teachers prepared or what they brought to the teaching processes. Majority of the students (74 %, n = 42) did not know the difference between Professor, Associate Professor, Senior Lecturer, Lecturer, Tutorial Fellow and Graduate Assistant, 24% of the respondents (n=42) knew the difference and described it as the level of education and experience.

4.1.2. Effect of Faculty Tenure Status on Their Performance
This research question sought to find out the effect of faculty tenure status on their performance was measured in terms of faculty under varied tenure status’s ability to delivery content, accessibility to students, ability to mentor student and participation in extra-class communication. 57% of the respondents indicated that full time staff are better in content delivery, 62% of the respondents indicated that full time staff are more accessible as they have offices where they can be located in the University, 55% of the respondents indicated that full-time faculty participate more in student mentorship and 57% of the respondents indicated that full time faculty are able to hold extra-class communication with students (Figure 1). In overall full-time faculty had a higher performance compared to part time faculty.

4.2. Quantitative Survey Findings

4.2.1. What Students Recognize as Good Quality Teaching

In a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (Strongly agree), 64.5% of the students strongly agreed that they could differentiate between high quality from poor quality teaching ($\bar{x} = 3.46 \pm 0.07 \text{ SEM}, n = 178$). Although majority of the students (64.8%) makes an effort to attend classes that they find the lecturers to offer high quality teaching ($\bar{x} = 3.42 \pm 0.08 \text{ SEM}, n = 171$), consensus was low when the question was reversed to find out whether students get discouraged by poor quality teaching and opt not to attend the classes; with an outright slim majority of 29% disagreeing that they are
discouraged by poor quality teaching to the extent that they opt not to attend the classes, ten students did not answer this question. A clear majority of students (81%) strongly agree ($\bar{x} = 3.79 \pm 0.05$ SEM, n = 166) that quality teaching is an important issue to them, and therefore majority of the students (56%) strongly disagree ($\bar{x} = 1.77 \pm 0.08$ SEM, n = 167) that they never fill evaluation questionnaires to assess lecturers’ teaching competence (figure 2).

Students are concerned about quality teaching. A majority of the students (56%) strongly disagreed that they do not participate in various University activities aimed at evaluating lecturer’s performance ($\bar{x} = 1.77 \pm 0.08$ SEM, n = 167). While 47% agreed that quality teaching initiatives are very diverse both in nature and in function, 38% disagreed; a fairly close call in difference ($\bar{x} = 2.48 \pm 0.05$ SEM, n = 163), with 10% of the students not answering this question. A slim majority of the students (36%) disagreed with the suggestion that it is only lecturers who determine the quality of teaching done in JKUA T. This percentage was even higher (60%) when the percentage of those students who strongly disagreed (24%) with this suggestion was added to that of those who disagreed. Finally 50% of the students strongly agreed that quality teaching is an important issue in improving higher education ($\bar{x} = 3.29 \pm 0.07$ SEM, n = 168); actually those who agreed and those who strongly agreed pooled together formed 74% of the respondents with 8% missing to answer this question, meaning that a clear majority of the students felt that quality teaching is an important issue in improving higher education.

Stakeholders are increasingly demanding value for money and student’s regard quality teaching primarily as an outcome, others as a process. Pooled together, the percentage of those students who agreed and those who strongly agreed with the suggestion that stakeholders are increasingly demanding value for their money formed 75% of the respondents. The suggestion that some students regard quality teaching primarily as an outcome, others as a process received substantial support, with 43% of the respondents agreeing to this suggestion and 37% strongly agreeing. The suggestion that quality teaching can never be totally grasped and appraised seemed to receive mixed responses with about 44% pooled responses in disagreement and about 46% pooled responses in agreement, however a pooled majority of the respondents (37% agree and 36% strongly agree) felt that quality teaching means different things to different stakeholders.

4.2.2. Students’ Awareness on Faculty Titles

Students had difficulties in differentiating faculty titles and the basis on which different titles are conferred to specific faculty positions. A slim majority (34.1%, n = 180) agreed that they know the difference between Professor, Associate Professor, Senior Lecturer, Lecturer, Tutorial Fellow and Graduate Assistant. Summing up those who just agreed together with those who strongly agreed formed 59% of the respondents implying that majority of the students understands the difference between different faculty positions. Although a slim majority (38.5%, n =159) strongly agreed that all Professors have PhD, pooling together the percentage all respondents who agreed to this suggestion indicated that 72% of the respondents agreed that all professors have a PhD. Pooled together those respondents who agreed to the suggestion that the title of ‘professor’ is reserved for full professors or Associate Professor; lecturers are properly addressed by their academic qualification (Dr for a PhD, DPhil etc.) and Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms for other qualifications showed that majority of the respondents (68%) were in agreement.

Students know faculty tenure status and qualification they hold. A majority (59%) strongly agreed that Graduate Assistants are allowed to teach and examine students. A clear majority of the students (62.6%) strongly disagree that there are no part-time faculty in JKUA T, however, a slim majority (33.5%) strongly disagreed that Professors and other PhD holders cannot teach on part-time basis. A slim majority (31.9%) strongly disagree that they have always been taught by part-time lecturers. These findings imply that the part-time faculty in JKUA T is mainly composed of staff of lower qualification.

It is easy to get faculty member in JKUA T, and the ease is similar between part-time and full-time faculty. In general the difference in opinion between the percentage of those who strongly disagreed and those who strongly agreed with the questionnaire was very close. However, when the percentage of all those who strongly agree and that of those who just agreed was pooled together and vice versa, clear opinions emerged. A combined 56% of the respondents disagreed that full-time and part-time staff are equally difficult to find in the University for consultations, while combined 63% disagreed that full-time staff are more difficult to find in the University consultation compared to part-time staff, but a combined 54% of the respondents agreed that part-time staff are more difficult to find in the University for consultation compared to full-time staff.

4.2.3. Students’ Opinion on Performance of Faculty on Different Employment Statuses

Students knew the full-time and part-time lecturers teaching them in the January-April 2015 semester since majority of them (74%, n = 180) agreed that they knew all full-time lecturers teaching them in that semester. Majority of the student (62 %) agreed that they knew all part-time lecturers teaching them in the said semester. A slim majority (29.7%) of the respondents agreed that full-time lecturers deliver subject content better than part-time lecturers. Neither the total respondents who agreed to this suggestion nor those who disagreed managed to be over 50% of the respondents. This implies that students could clearly differentiate the faculty teaching into part-time and full-time, but there were no clear majority in determining the faculties’ ability to deliver content.

Majority of the students (63.2%, n = 180) found it access full time lecturers compared to part-time lecturers, though only 37.9% agreed that they knew the offices of all full time...
lecturers teaching them the said semester. This means that somehow they can reach the full-time faculty even though they do not know their offices.

Full-time faculty participated participate more (67%, n=180) in student mentorship through research supervision compared to part-time faculty. They were also more available (70%, n = 180) for extra-class communications. This implies that part-time faculty do not participate in a major way in student mentorship and are not available in a major way for extra-class communication functions.

A majority (66%, n = 180) of the students disagreed that part-time lecturers are well prepared for classes. A clear majority (52.2 %) strongly disagreed that part-time lecturers do not mark and return assignments to students, although a pooled percentage of those who strongly agreed and those who just agreed showed that a majority of the students (62%) agreed that part-time lecturers do not give all assignments indicated in course outline.

Students of suggested interventions that can improve performance by part-time lecturers and enhance the quality of their teaching. Majority of the students (52%) agreed that part-time lecturers should be exposed to continuous professional development programmes. A pooled percentage of those who strongly agreed and those who just agreed indicated that majority of the students (70%) agreed that the University should put in mechanism to monitor teaching by part-time lecturers. Similarly a majority of the students (70) strongly agreed that in order to enhance quality teaching, the focus of quality teaching should encompass the whole institution and the learning environment.

5. Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations

5.1. Discussion

5.1.1. Students Perception on Quality Teaching

Majority of the students in this study agreed that they have memory of quality learning experiences. Those with learning memory of cognitive dimensions were the majority. Psychodynamic and social dimensions were less memorable compared to cognitive dimension. Similarly, students seemed to remember more positive emotional and social experiences than negative ones, meaning that positive emotional and social dimensions are more long lasting. These findings compare favourably to the standard Tripod surveys of quality teaching common in USA, UK and China [25]. Other researchers have also concurred that cognitive learning dimensions are more memorable [25, 24, 27].

Findings from this study shows that students in JKUAT Juja campus in the January – April 2015 Semester have the competence to understand quality teaching based on the notion they had of an ideal teacher as a person who is well prepared, having the skills to help the student to learn, and being equipped with knowledge of the discipline. This observation is found in the unstructured feedbacks that clearly shown that students were able to explain in their own words the characteristics that they believed described effective teaching. The same finding is also observed in the structured feedback with a set of prescribed characteristics of either agree or disagree options. In the structured feedback, students used various adjectives to described characteristics of what they thought was effective teaching including characteristics such as presence of tutors who are competent and knowledgeable in their field. Other characteristics included tutor’s ability to teach in a steady pace that ensures that students learn and understand subject matter. Other characteristics include tutor’s ability to explain the content of the subject, ability to follow up and handle every student, punctuality, precise, audible etc. These findings concur with findings by Delaney, Johnson, Johnson, & Treslan [24] who established that effective university teachers at Memorial University are: respectful, knowledgeable, approachable, engaging, communicative, organized, responsive, professional, and humorous. Similar adjectives have also being used by students in this study, clearly illustrating that student can differentiate high quality teaching from sloppy engagements. These studies clearly show that Student feedbacks are good tools to measure teaching qualities; after all, no one knows more about what happens in classrooms than the students and teachers who inhabit them [25].

5.1.2. Student's Awareness on Faculty Employment Statuses

The stage theory of higher education development proposed by Professor Martin Trow at the University of California [23] explains why the composition of faculty in Universities and other Higher Education Institutions is shifting in favour of part-time faculty. With a paradigm shift in higher education from elite to mass education that allows universal student access to education, there is a sharp increase in the number of people who can receive higher education. Equally, there is a change in the faculty composition, diversity of teaching purposes and forms of Education, and curriculum set-up. Thus Universities have to recruit more staff.

Academic titles seemed not to be clear to students. This findings were observed in both the qualitative data as well as in the quantitative data. Generally, students were able to differentiate senior faculty member from junior faculty members. The academic title of Associate Professor is unknown to students. Perhaps because Associate Professors and Full Professors are all referred to as Professor. The rank of Senior Lecturer and Assistant Lecturer are not well known, thus students know faculty members as either Professor, Lecturer or Graduate Assistant; especially for those faculty members without PhD. This knowledge enabled students to evaluate performance by faculty under different employment terms. A previous study in Canada shown that students have the competence to profile staff on the basis of academic titles [35].

A study by Bippus, Brooks, Plax, & Kearney [36] shown that faculty employment status is not a salient issue to students. Similarly observations were made in this study.
Students acknowledged that part-time faculty is present in JKUAT. Majority are of lower academic qualification and they are more difficult to find compared to full-time staff. Worldwide the trend towards the engagement of part-time faculty in Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) is increasing. This is partly explained by the pressure on higher education institutions to reduce costs [40, 41, 42, 7], and partly by lack of qualified faculty in the market. Hence HEIs have to share the faculty available in the market and since it’s a crime for anybody to hold two permanent jobs in Kenya, then faculty end up working on part-time basis in various places. Public Universities get funding from the Government. Currently many Governments are experiencing financial challenges and have reduced funding allocation to public institutions. Thus a large number of post-secondary institutions are currently struggling to finance their operations and are frantically trying various options to reduce their costs. This is not only limited to institutions in Kenya but seems to the worldwide problem. This has resulted in substantial increase in the number of part-time faculty in HEIs [21].

The demand for high quality full-time faculty members outstrips supply. It takes over 20 years of training to produce a professor. This period is very long, beside diseases like HIV AIDS have hit the productive age of the society and have impacted negatively on HEIs. Universities are forced to hire part-time faculty to mitigate the gap. Sometimes hiring of the part-time faculty is done in rush and fails to ensure quality control measures are put in place. In some private Universities, part-time faculty is so frequent that student may not even differentiate full-time staff from part-time [49]. Thus part-time faculty in likely to be a permanent feature in HEIs faculty structuring.

5.1.3. Effects of Faculty Employment Statuses on Their Teaching Quality

Previous studies have shown that faculty employment status influence their organizational commitment, job satisfaction performance [66, 67, 68, 69]. Indeed, some staffs are on record of having to hold on exams scripts and marks until their payments are processed. Findings from this study show that employment status affect faculty performance in a number of ways. First students pointed out that majority part-time faculty are recent graduates who perhaps may lack experience and this could explain why student reported that they find them mostly unprepared and are inferior to full-time faculty when it comes to content delivery.

These findings are in congruency with previous studies by Percy and Beaumont [39], who also established the major factors that determine who is recruited as a part-time faculty include the task to be carried out and who is available locally – the insecure contract and level of reward make this a distinctly local labour market, and the recruitment process is frequently "casualised" and informal too. Thus in research-intensive Universities, a plentiful supply of postgraduate research students and contract researchers results in their making up a large proportion of sessional staff available in the market.

Part-time faculty in JKUAT Juja campus have no offices and students indicated that they do not know where to find them. This makes part-time faculty inaccessible and unavailable to mentor students. In addition, their competence is wanting and are unlikely to have the capacity to mentor the students even if they wanted to mentor them. These findings resonate well with the findings by Vegas & De Laat [50]who established that part-timer faculty either have low effect on student learning or negatively impact student outcomes This is especially demonstrated in units with research project where students require experienced staff to the supervise them. Students find the part-timers inaccessible and incapable of supervising them. In the end the students end up working with the few full-time staff available in the University. At this juncture students are able to differentiate faculty members on the basis of their employment status.

Part-time faculty have no time for extra-class communication and in the event that they miss a lecture, it is very difficult for them to organize a makeup class. The life of part-time faculty is very difficult. Their mode of employment is very casual and they crisscross from institution to institution in order to enhance their take home [37]. They have no facilities to cushion them in the event of any adversities. Obviously, working in such a fluid environment is unlikely to make anyone motivated enough to demonstrate any form of organizational commitment and job satisfaction [66, 67, 68, 69]. This in end will affect their performance.

It is important to note that part-time faculty is going to remain a permanent feature in the education sector in Kenya. It is not an idea that we can wish away and close our eyes and assume that it does not exist or it’s going to pass. Stakeholders in the education sector must find ways of enhancing the teaching quality delivered by part-time faculty. Usually, part-timer faculty are not given opportunities to develop professionally [9]and they face the insecurity of lack of employment and the dilemma between the need to earn an income while attending to their personal development. This drives them to work in many places at the same time [10, 11]. Part-time faculty are likely to offer post better teaching quality if the HEIs design some form of continuous development programmes that make them feel part of the bigger system.

5.2. Conclusion

5.2.1. Students Perception on Quality Teaching

Students in JKUAT Juva campus have memory of high quality learning experiences that has occurred at some point in their life. They remember mostly cognitive dimensions of quality teaching, but also do remember the positive psychodynamic and social dimension of quality teaching. Their notion of an ideal teacher is a person who is well prepared, having the skills to help the student to learn, being equipped with knowledge of the discipline, able to follow up and handle every student, very punctual, precise and audible. Students demonstrated that they have competence to identify
a good teacher and could differentiate high quality teaching from low quality teaching.

5.2.2. Student’s Awareness on Faculty Employment Statuses

Students demonstrated low competence in understanding academic titles. Very few of them knew Associated Professor and a small majority knew the difference between Senior Lecturer and Lecturer. However, they were able differentiated senior faculty members from junior faculty members and also part-time faculty from full time faculty. Therefore, students are competent source of information on faculty under different employment statuses, after all they are the ones who spend the highest amount of time in the classroom and have more moments of truth with faculty than any other stakeholder in the education sector.

5.2.3. Effects of Faculty Employment Statuses on Their Teaching Quality

Majority of part-time faculty are recent graduates who lack teaching experience. Thus students found them mostly unprepared and of inferior teaching quality compared to full-time faculty when it comes to content delivery. Part-time faculty in JKUAT Juja campus have no offices and students do not know where to find them. This makes them inaccessible and unavailable to carry out student mentorship functions. Students find the part-timer faculty unavailable to supervise them. Part-time faculty have no time for extra-class communication and in the event that they miss a lecture, it is very difficult for them to organize a makeup class.

5.3. Recommendations

5.3.1. Recommendations for Improvement

i. Students Perception on Quality Teaching

Faculty members should be trained on pedagogy to understand that students are more interested in learning experiences that have cognitive dimensions in nature. They should also know that students are interested more in positive psychodynamic and social dimensions of quality teaching. Faculty members should understand the students’ notion of an ideal high quality teacher and conform to it. These are the areas they should focus on so as to deliver memorable high quality teaching episodes.

ii. Student’s Awareness on Faculty Employment Statuses

Faculty should have well labelled offices with insignias of their academic titles. This should be well done and detailed; for example: Prof. Michael Arap Sang, Associate Professor in Chemistry or Dr Peter M. Maundu, Senior Lecturer in Communication Studies, etc. This will help students figure out the academic titles of the faculty members. In addition, the insignia should indicate whether the faculty is full-time or part-time.

iii. Effects of Faculty Employment Statuses on their Teaching Quality

The hassling nature of the life of part-time faculty due to the casual nature of their engagement with the University impact negatively on their delivery. In order to improve the quality of teaching delivered by part-time faculty, the University should consider some improvements in their welfare. This will include adequate and prompt remuneration, provision of comfortable working space and exposure in to continuous professional development programmes. Also the University should put in mechanism to monitor teaching by part-time lecturers

5.3.2. Recommendations for Further Studies

This study proposes further study on the allegation that Graduate Assistants are allowed to teach and examine student since this is a serious allegation that should not be left at face value. In carrying such a study, the researcher should focus on interviewing both students and faculty and perhaps do so in a wider scope including both in public and private University.
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